JUDGES DRAW IGRA ROYALTY COMPETITION 2022
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If there is no horsemanship segment the assigned judges become Alternates

2020 IGRA STANDING RULES Standing Rules
A. Random Draw and Assignment 1. The intent is to assure equal representation by all Member and
Recognized Associations. 2. The IGRA Vice President in conjunction with the current
Outreach/Fundraising/Gender Diversity Committee co-Chairs must conduct the random judge
drawings and assignments. 3. The random draw and assignments must be completed no less than
one-hundred (100) days prior to the first day of the Royalty Competition. 4. Random draw: (Place all
current Member and Recognized Associations acronyms on paper and place into a container) 5.
Draw one association at a time, to assign the first judge for each competition segment. 6. Continue
the “initial draw” to assign the second judge for each competition segment, and repeat, until all
seven (7) Judges have been assigned for all four (4) competition segments. 7. If no associations
remain in the container, and judge assignments are not filled, place all paper acronyms back in the
container and begin a new “second draw.’ 8. If all Judge Assignments have been made, and
associations remain, continue the initial draw, and assign as alternate Judge(s). 9. Begin a second
draw only after all associations have been assigned from the initial draw. 10. Complete the “second
draw” to complete the list of Judges and Alternate Judges. 11. Alternate Judges will move into any
vacant Judge Position by order of draw. 12. Vice President must distribute the results of the Judge
and Alternate Assignments to the IGRA Board of Directors within five (5) days of the completed
draw and assignments. 13. The IGRA Vice President must distribute the List of Judge Assignments
and Alternates to the Member Associations no less than ninety (90) days prior to the first day of the
Royalty Competition. This notification must include the e-mail address of the Vice President as the
only way to respond to assignments, issues or changes. The Vice President will notify Associations
through their trustees if moved up from alternate judge positions. B. Member Association Judge
Submittal. 1. Each association must submit the name of one member filling each judge or alternate
judge assignment to the Vice President no less than sixty (60) days prior to the first day of the
Royalty competition. 2. Any association unable to submit a name or provide a judge in the initial
judges and alternate draw will be fined one-hundred dollars ($100.00) per assignment. These
monies shall be designated for distribution to IGRA royalty competition. 3. Current IGRA or
association royalty are not eligible to serve as judge or alternate judge. 4. Judges/alternate judges
may only represent one association assignment per segment.

Please submit Judges names to Mjbutts1@outlook.com

